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Relationship Between Plant Size and

Cost of Processing Fluid Milk in Oregon

Summary and Conclusions
Purpose of this study was to determine relationship between

size of plant and unit processing costs for fluid milk plants. The study
covered only in-plant processing costs. It did not include procurement
and administrative expenses or distribution and sales costs. Five syn-
thetic models were budgeted. They represent medium to large sized
plants in Oregon. The smallest, designated plant X, processed an
average of 14,000 pounds of milk a day, five days a week. The sub-
sequent models processed twice as much milk as plant X. They were
designated 2X, 4X, 8X, and 16X.

Total processing costs per quart declined as plant size increased.
Rate of decline was relatively rapid between plants X, 2X, and 4X,
but leveled off somewhat between 4X, 8X, and 16X. Lower costs per
quart in larger plants resulted both from lower physical inputs per
quart and from reduced prices per unit of input.

Total processing costs per quart for each of the five model
plants, using 1956 price data and relationship of costs to those of
plant X were as follows:

Processing costs Costs relative
Plant per quart to plant X

Cents Percent
X 5.87 100

2X 4 33 74
4X 3.65 62
8X 3 12 53

l6X 2.90 49

Total costs developed for the largest model plants were 2.97
cents a quart less than for the smallest. Differences in quantities of
physical inputs per quart accounted for about 95% of this saving.
Lower prices for inputs account for the other five percent of the
savings.

Labor costs per quart ranged from 1.60 cents in plant X to 0.64
cent in plant 16X. Schedule of wage rates was standard for all sizes
of plants, hence, reduction in labor cost was due, primarily, to fewer
man-minutes required per quart in the larger plants.

Fuel costs per quart of milk in plant X came to 0.15 cent. In
plant 16X, it cost only 0.04 cent. Plant 16X used only 58% as much



oil per quart but, because lower prices were paid for oil, had a net
cost only 26% of that for plant X.

Overall reduction in unit processing costs between plant X and
16X was accounted for as follows:

Costs item Percent
Labor ------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ 32.5
Supplies -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- 20.8
Equipment depreciation and maintenance --------------- ............... ------------ 172
Building depreciation and maintenance ------------ ---------------------------------- 12.1
Taxes, interest and insurance ------------------------------------------------------------------ 11 3
Utilities (oil, electricity, water) ------------------------ ---------------------------------- 61

1000%

Electricity requirements per quart and prices per kilowatt also
declined as the size of plant increased. Power consumption ranged
from 58.8 watts per quart in plant X to 33.8 watts in plant 16X.
Costs were 0.082 cent per quart in plant X, but only 0.036 cent in
plant 16X. Thus, plant 16X used only 56% as many watts per quart
and had a net power cost only 42% of that for plant X.

Container and case supplies per quart were assumed constant for
all sizes of plants. Therefore, no physical economies were available
for these supplies in the larger plants. However, price reductions for
the greater quantities purchased by the larger plants allowed savings
up to 0.22 cent per quart for plant 16X.

General plant supplies per quart such as soaps, chemicals, re-
frigerants, and lubricants varied according to the size of the plant.
These supplies cost 0.44 cent per quart in plant X. Cost decreased
rapidly in each subsequent size of plant to only 0.05 cent in plant 16X.

Total supply costs per quart for plant X were 2.23 cents. For
the largest plant, these costs were only 1.61 cents or 72% of the cost
to plant X. Price reductions for larger purchases accounted for 9%
of this difference.

Building costs showed the greatest percentage change in require-
ment per quart between the various sizes of plants. Plant X required
4.78 square feet per 1,000 quarts per year while 16X required only
1.36 square feet. The net depreciation and maintenance costs for
these areas were 0.44 cent per quart in plant X and 0 085 cent in plant
16X. Thus, 16X required only 29% as much floor space per quart
and experienced only 19% as much building expense as plant X.

Equipment depreciation and maintenance costs per quart de-
:lined rapidly between the first three plants and then began a more
gradual decline. These costs per quart were 0.79 cent in plant X, but
only 0.28 cent in plant 16X. This was 35% of the cost in plant X.

Taxes, interest, and insurance costs were calculated at the same



rates for all sizes of plants. They were based on building, lot, and
equipment values. Since the size of investment per quart for these
items decreased with each larger plant, taxes, interest, and insurance
costs per quart also declined. Costs per quart of milk for these three
items ranged from 0.46 cent per quart in plant X to 0.12 cent in
plant 16X.

This study did not locate the low point on the longrun average
cost curve. From all appearances, labor costs per quart had ceased to
decline. For some supply items, prices would not be lowered as the
quantity purchased increased. For most cost elements, however, unit
costs appeared still to be falling, but at a declining rate. This was
true for fuel oil, electricity, water, general plant supplies, and all
building and equipment costs such as depreciation, maintenance,
taxes, interest, and insurance.

Introduction
Purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between

unit processing costs and size of fluid milk processing plants oper-
ating under uniform Oregon conditions. The study is concerned pri-
marily with larger-than-average milk plants. A preliminary study of
smaller plants in Idaho was completed earlier by Monroe and Walker
(27).

Number and size of Oregon fluid milk processing plants have
changed considerably during recent years. Many processors have
discontinued operations or have been absorbed by competitors. Other
dealers have expanded both in volume of business and in area served.

Many factors have influenced the changes in the fluid milk proc-
essing industry. They may be classified either as influences that ac-
tively create internal pressures for expansion of a processing plant or
as external developments that passively facilitate growth of a dealer's
operation.

Internal pressures created by rising fixed costs require greater
plant output to reduce or maintain average unit costs in competition
with other milk plants and other food products. The size of invest-
ment required to operate a licensed plant has been increased by com-
pulsory pasteurization laws and by health department specifications
for sanitary equipment and plant facilities.

Further increases in investment necessary to meet competition
have accompanied introduction of new products and containers. For
instance, homogenized milk required additional machinery. Larger
containers such as gallon jugs required an additional bottle washer
and filler. Use of paper bottles required more costly bottle fillers.
Development of more and better automatic equipment such as the



HTST pasteurizer as well as rising labor costs and higher fixed costs
from larger investment has increased optimum size for a fluid milk
processing plant. Larger container sizes also require an increased
volume of milk to fully utilize plant and crew designed to handle a
given number of units.

Dealers could not respond to internal pressures to expand with-
out commanding a larger share of their existing market area or push-
ing into outlying areas.

Expansion into outlying areas has been facilitated by a number
of recent developments. Milk quality has been improved to the extent
that perishability is no longer a seriously limiting factor upon supply
and sales areas. Further development of transportation facilities also
has been one of the foundations for dairy plant growth. Improved
roads make regularly scheduled long-distance routes possible the year
around. Mechanical perfections have produced more reliable and
economical trucks, more dependable refrigeration equipment, and
more effective insulation.

Introduction and acceptance of the paper carton has increased
optimum truck load and optimum area that may be served by a plant.
Milk in paper cartons weighs a third less and requires less space per
case than milk in glass, stays cold longer, and does not require haul-
back of empty bottles (34, p. 31).

Distribution patterns also have changed. General population
growth and increasing urbanization of the countryside surrounding
work centers have produced larger concentrated market areas. The
shift from home delivery to store sales has concentrated the distribu-
tion outlets for a plant.

Consumers have demanded higher and more uniform quality
both in their selection at the market place and in their insistence upon
more stringent health regulations and inspections.

Decreasing numbers and increasing average size of producers
have permitted introduction and growing acceptance of bulk handling
methods of procuring raw milk. Farm bulk pickup has allowed en-
largement of a processing operation at but a fraction of the invest-
ment formerly required for a system of outlying can receiving and
milk consolidation stations.

Finally, court action has tended to break down rather than uphold
trade barriers restricting free movement of milk between markets.

Processing plant operators have not fully responded to changing
conditions in spite of internal pressures to grow and development of
external conditions which permit expansion. Vertical and horizontal
integration in the industry, restrictive trade regulations, and elements
of spacial monopoly have lessened effectiveness of competitive forces
in many market areas. Individual dealers have hesitated to adjust be-



cause of the uncertainty associated with the longtime nature of in-
vestment. In other cases, reaction to change by both producers and
processors has impeded progress. Often decisions have been based
on noneconomic or personal preferences rather than on available
economic information.

Review of Literature
Early economic studies of dairy plant operations

History of dairy plant cost research reveals a marked evolution
in type of work done. Some of the first studies of dairy plant opera-
tion were efficiency studies concerned primarily with economies of a
specific technological development. For instance, in 1913, Bowen
published a USDA circular on utilization of exhaust steam for heat-
ing wash water and boiler feed water (8). Another example is Far-
rall's study of power requirements for electrically driven dairy equip-
ment, published in 1927 (19).

Another approach to dairy-plant costs has been the study of
marketing margins. Some publications have been little more than
reports of the margin taken by plant operators. However, particu-
larly in later years, margin analysis has been refined to allow com-
parison of costs between plants and between methods of operation.

Most early work was conducted on the plant survey basis. Find-
ings were published as averages for the group of plants studied. Re-
searchers were concerned with comparative costs between plants of
different size and methods of operation. However, dairy plants were
so few in number, and had such wide variations in size, product out-
put, and method of operation that meaningful comparison by statisti-
cal analysis was difficult.

To make the survey method more useful, several refinements
were introduced. For instance, costs were presented on a per-unit
basis to facilitate comparison between plants and plant operations.
This concept was used successfully in the late 1920's by a number
of researchers studying cost-volume relationships in country receiving
stations (4, 14, 47, 48). Tucker's study in 1929 not only presented
total unit costs per hundredweight, but also introduced use of cost
elements such as labor, supplies, and utilities. Hence, some of the
sources of variation in costs could be shown.

Subsequent studies of dairy-plant costs also began to include
Tucker's method of analyzing cost elements as well as total costs.

Advancement in research technique probably was arrested by the
rapid development of milk marketing regulatory agencies in the
middle 1930's. These agencies requested considerable information,
not on cost-volume or cost-technique relationships, but on average



margins and average unit costs for plants in the market. Conse-
quently, most research published during these years was conducted
at the request of or for the benefit of these agencies (28, 42, 46).

Probably the most significant study of processing costs to come
out of this era was prepared in 1936 for the Massachusetts Milk
Control Board by the Charles F. Rittenhouse firm of accountants
(37). The usual survey of processing plant records was supplemented
with an engineering time study for allocating costs to departments.
This procedure not only allowed determination of average unit costs
by cost element; it also allowed determination of costs for individual
products.

There were many California Department of Agriculture reports
on costs of processing fluid milk in that state (12). These also were
based on audits of handler records and engineering time studies for
allocating costs to individual products. The technique demonstrated in
these reports later became an essential analytical tool for gathering
base data for synthetic studies.

In the late 1930's, Dow and Spencer broke away from the con-
ventional survey method of comparing unit processing costs (17, 43).
They developed a quart-equivalent standard for each product. The
base unit was the cost of processing and distributing a quart of reg-
ular milk. The procedure allowed comparison of costs between plants
with varying product mix. Thus, these studies were an attempt to
overcome one of the uncontrollable variables in actual plants varying
product mix.

Development of synthetic method of analysis

The synthetic approach to cost analysis was developed to over-
come the many elements of noncomparability found in actual plants.
The dairy industry had too few plants and too many sources of varia-
tion for meaningful, statistical analysis of plant records. Refinements
of the survey technique had helped. To make surveys more useful,
researchers broke total costs into cost elements such as labor, sup-
plies, and equipment costs. Later, they allocated these costs to indi-
vidual products or processing functions. With these developments,
cost variations between plants were studied. Costs of alternative
processing methods were compared. However, development of a
longrun average cost curve required a series of plants varying only in
size. Such a group of plants is seldom found.

One of the first examples of this type of study was an analysis
of receiving stations by Bressler (9), published in 1942 Bressler's
work was followed by a series of 12 University of Connecticut bulle-
tins titled Efficiency of Milk Marketing in Connecticut One of these
by Henry, Bressler, and Frick, 1948, was a synthetic determination



of costs for smaller processing plants (22). It was the earliest and
almost the only publication which attempted to define and locate the
longrun average cost of planning curve for dairy plants.

Four other examples of dairy industry cost-volume determina-
tion by the synthetic method may be cited. In 1952, Frazier, Nielson,
and Nord, industrial engineer, dairy technician, and agricultural
economist, teamed up to develop input-output data for six butter
plants (20). As an interesting addition, the synthetic models were
compared with the original plants.

The next year, Walker, Preston, and Nelson published a study
of butter-nonfat dry milk plants (50). Twelve actual plants were
used as a basis for synthesizing five roller and seven spray process
plants.

In 1954, Baum, Riley, and Weeks published a synthetic analysis
of both can and bulk receiving operations (5). The study presented
costs resulting both from variations in volume for a given operation
and from variations in size of operation. Hence, both the average
cost curve for the individual plants and the longrun average cost
curve were established.

In 1956, Monroe and Walker published a study of small fluid
milk plants in Idaho (27). This publication presented problems found
while analyzing six small processing operations and used the syn-
thetic approach to study means of solving these difficulties.

The synthetic method has been explored for uses other than
cost-volume analysis. In 1951, Carter, Brundage, and Bradfield pub-
lished physical specifications for a milk receiving station (13). This
study differed from other publications reviewed in that its main pur-
pose was not to determine unit costs, but, rather, to present guides
and physical specifications needed in planning or altering a receiving
station.

A similar synthesis of a 15,000-quart-a-day milk bottling plant
was published in 1953 by Conner, Spencer, and Pierce (15). How-
ever, in this case, costs were also presented. It was a pilot study to
test and illustrate potentialities of the budgetary method for analyzing
cost relationships within a plant. The input-output data used in the
study were developed largely by a firm of management engineers
studying dairy-plant costs for the New York State Temporary Com-
mission on Agriculture.

A second study of this same type was published in 1956 by Web-
ster (51, 52). He used an adaptation of the method developed by
Conner, Spencer, and Pierce to develop specifications and costs for
a plant processing 6,400 quarts per day. (Synthetic analysis also has
been used extensively in other fields (11, 21).



Present problem
To date, no results have been published that are completely appli-

cable to determination of processing costs for Oregon plants. Few in-
vestigators have studied cost-volume relationships in fluid-milk proc-
essing plants. Of all studies reviewed, only those by Henry, Bressler,
and Frick (22), and by Monroe and Walker (27), included detailed
cost information for each of several specified sizes of plants. How-
ever, both of these studies were for smaller plants.

A few studies presented detailed costs for larger plants but they
appeared all or in part only in monetary terms. Cost items could be
adjusted using available index series provided physical relationships
on which they were based were known to approximate those for
Oregon plants. Such physical relationships, however, were not
available.

In addition to these difficulties, range of plant sizes studied di
not include plants as large as those found in Oregon.

Procedure
Base data

Data present in this study on relationships between unit process-
ing costs and size of fluid milk plants, were developed through use of
synthetic models. Base data used as a guide in designing and con-
structing models were obtained from selected Oregon plants (and
from findings of other researchers). Originally all medium to large
plants in the state, 16 in number, were surveyed to determine methods
of operations, types and volume of products produced, and willing-
ness to furnish information needed for the study. After getting this
information, the plants were divided into five size groups and on
plant from each group was selected for detailed study. In addition to
size and product mix, processing techniques were considered in select-
ing the plants to be studied.

Each of the selected plants was surveyed to obtain data relative
to its operations for the year 1955. Product flow, plant crew, and
duties of each employee were obtained by interview with the plan
manager. Building costs and equipment inventories were taken from
plant inventory records where possible. Otherwise, equipment was
sketched to scale. Milk received and product output were obtained
from plant records. Quantities of utilities and their unit and total
costs were obtained from plant files. When possible, physical quanti-
ties of supplies purchased and their unit prices also were obtained
from the plant files. Machinery and building repairs, property taxes,
interest rates and payments, insurance costs, and total expenditures
for supplies were obtained from records kept for income tax
purposes.
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Equipment and supply houses also were visited. Where possible,
1956 prices for equipment and supplies were obtained from three
separate suppliers. Price changes for larger quantities were noted
where applicable.

Wage rates were obtained from the 1956 union contract.
Information obtained from base plants was used as a guide for

selecting a model plant product mix, establishing operational assump-
tions, and synthesizing budgets for the model plants.

Five model plants were budgeted to represent the medium to
large sized plants in Oregon. The smallest, designated plant X, proc-
essed an average of 14,000 pounds of raw milk a day, five days
week. The subsequent models processed twice as much milk as plant
X. They were designated 2X, 4X, 8X, and 16X.

When physical specifications for the model plants were com-
pleted, they were checked by plant owners and dairy equipment sales
engineers for reasonableness. Corrections were made and 1;956 prices
were applied to the physical budgets. Finally, total and unit costs for
the models were calculated.

Product mix

Product mix used throughout this study is the arithmetic average
of the proportions found in the base plants (Table 1). Share of total
output assigned in this manner to each product is fairly representative
of all base plants. However, the base plants varied considerably in
proportion of output in different sizes of containers and particularly
in proportion in glass and paper.

With the selected product mix and product tests, only a mini-
mum amount of excess skim milk resulted. Hence, no provisions
were made for disposition of surplus skim or cream. Plant X had an
average surplus of 10 pounds of skim a day, and 16X an average of
160 pounds.

Since more of the plants visited used preformed paper cartons
than the type formed at the time of filling, preformed cartons were
adopted as standard in the development of the models.

Operational assumption

Operational assumptions adopted as standard for all of the
model plants were as follows :

1. Plant operation began with receiving of milk and ended
when milk was loaded onto trucks or loadout platform.

2. Part or all of the milk was received from a producers' coop-
erative. Thus, problems of seasonality and surplus milk were not of
immediate concern for these models.

3. Raw milk average test was 4% butterfat.

11



4. All products were short-time pasteurized.
5. Plant labor was unionized.
6. Plants operated on a five-day week.
7. Milk processing and bottling operation occupied 6 hours,

with the HTST pasteurizer operating at the specified capacity and

Table 1. PRODUCT MIX FOR ALL MODEL PLANTS*

Number of containers by size for plant X* Percent
of

Fluid Total

Product 5 gal gal. quarts pts pts. Output

Glass bottles ---------
Homogenized .--- 353,715 67 787 22 00%
Regular ______________ 88,415 5.25
Special 33,682 2.00
Cream 32% ..... 1,564 2,936 .09
Cream 20% ------- 2,804 4 496 .15

Cream 10%. ------ 15,950 9,192 122
Skim ................. 47,828 2.84

GLASS TOTAL -------- 539,590 13,560 74,580 33.55%
PERCENT OF

GLASS OUTPUT... 955 12 3 3

Paper cartons ------
Homogenized 118,670 411,835 255,240 4236%
Regular ______________ 41,430 2.46
Special ______________ 21,893 1 30
Cream 32% ...... 8,368 14,248 46
Cream 20%________ 3,400 6,672 .20
Cream 10% ______ 58,625 35,712 4 52
Skim __________________ 25,598 152
Chocolate .......... 22,178 9,640 1.46

Buttermilk -------- 34,861 2.07

PAPER TOTAL -------- 118,670 616,060 47,480 285,800 56.35%
PERCENT OF

PAPER OUTPUT .. 25 0 65.0 2 5 7.5

Bulk cans
Homogenized .._ 4,210 5 0%
Regular 3,032 36
Skim 1,263 15

8,505 10 1%

TOTAL
CONTAINERS ----- 8,505 118,670 1,155,650 61,040 360,380

PERCENT OF
TOTAL OUTPUT--- 1010% 14 08% 68 67% 1.81% 5 34% 100 00%

, The product mix for plants 2X, 4X, sX, and 16X was the same as X except that the
respective quantities of each of the products in each subsequent size of plant were double
those for the preceding size.
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bottle-filling equipment operating at 8001c of its rated capacity. This
assumption had to be relaxed in the case of the largest model plant
because a glass bottle filler large enough to meet this schedule was
not available at the time the data were gathered.

8. Truck loadout was for early morning delivery.

Results and Discussion
Relationships of physical inputs per quart to plant size

The annual total physical input requirements necessary for op-
eration of each of the five model plants were developed in detail. Each
physical input total was divided by the corresponding plant output
to obtain physical inputs per quart. Per unit physical input require-
ments are summarized in Table 2.

Labor requirements. Unit labor requirements varied greatly
between the plants with an inverse relationship between size and
labor inputs (Tables 2 and 3). Plant X, the smallest plant, required
0.37 man-minute per quart, compared to only about 0.15 man-minute
per quart in plants 8X and 16X. Plants 2X and 4X had requirements
of 0.22 and 0.19 man-minutes per quart respectively. Assigning plant
X a value of 100, the relative labor requirements per quart for the
five plants were as follows :

Plant X 100
2X 60
4X 50
8X 40

16X 40

One of the reasons for the lower labor unit inputs in the larger
plants was that the processing and bottling crews generally operated
equipment of a larger capacity. Hence the processing and bottling
unit labor requirements declined. For example, one man tended a
3,000-pound-per-hour pasteurizer in plant X, while his counterpart in
plant 16X tended a 35,000-pound-per-hour pasteurizer (Appendix
Table 4). Similar increases in labor efficiency occurred for the men
who operated the bottle worker, the bottle fillers, the separators, the
refrigeration equipment, and the boilers.

A second source of higher labor costs in the two smallest plants
was incomplete utilization of labor and equipment. For instance,
several shutdowns of the bottle fillers occurred for these plants
during the processing day. In addition, the processing day ended
earlier. Hence, operators of these pieces of equipment not only filled
fewer units per hour than similar operators in larger plants, but they
also did not fill bottles as many minutes out of the working day. This
source of inefficiency probably was not as serious as it appeared.
Spotty operation of certain equipment in plant X allowed workers

13



Utilities
Oil, gals.
Power, watts .._
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Table 2. PHYSICAL INPUTS PER QUART EQUIVALENT FOR FIVE
MODEL PLANTS WITH CAN INTAKE AND GLASS AND PAPER OUTPUT,

OREGON CONDITIONS, 1956.

Physical inputs per quart equivalent by size of plant

X 2X 4X 8X 16X

ltem*
(1,684,100
quarts)

(3,368,200
quarts)

(6,736,400
quarts)

(13,472,800 (26,945,600
quarts) quarts)

Labor, man-min. 0.37

00095

0.22

00073

0 18

00058

0.15 0.15

0.0046 0 0041
58 79 52 54 45 59 36 63 33.85

Supplies
Half gals .-----.. 051 051 0.51 0.51 0 51
Staples -------------- 1 02 1.02
Wax, lbs -------- 0 004 0004 0 004
Glue, lbs ---------- 0000067 0.000067 0.000067
Wire, lbs. ---------- 0000030 0000030 0000030
Paper gts......... 1.02 1.02 1.02 102 1.02
Paper pts ........ 2 04 2 04 2.04 2 04 2 04
Paper 2 pts ..-- 4 08 4 08 4 08 4 08 4 08
Glass qts ...._-_ 0.05 0 05 0.05 0.05 0 05
Glass pts -------- 0.10 0.10 010 010 010
Glass z pts -- ... 0 20 0 20 0.20 0 20 0.20
Caps ------------------ 1 13 1.13 1 13 1.13 1 13

Cases ---------------- 00002 00002 00002 0.0002 00002
Cans ------------------ 0.0001 0.0001 00001 00001 00001

Bldg., sq. feet ------ 0.0048 0.0031 0.0024 00019 00014

Milk loss, lbs .--- 0 017 0.017 0 017 0 017 0.017

* Physical quantities were not determined for water and general plant supplies. Equip-
ment could not be presented in additive terms, and there are no physical quantities for taxes,
interest, or insurance.

time to do various odd jobs in the plant. Operational shutdowns
probably could not be eliminated without hiring some additional
labor to do odd jobs The shorter processing day allowed the same
crew to wash and service equipment.

A third important reason for higher unit labor costs in the
smaller plants was the higher proportion of total quantity of labor
required in the preparation, washup, and maintenance of dairy proc-
essing equipment. For all sizes of plants, about the same quantities
of labor were allotted to the washup of similar pieces of equipment.
For each larger plant, no appreciable increase occurred in washup
labor required per vat, tank, or bottle filler. However, total prepara-
tion and washup labor was greater in the larger plants because of
greater floor area, wall surface, and number of tanks and fillers.

14
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Table 3. AVERAGE DAILY LABOR FOR SPECIFIED FUNCTIONS IN FIVE
MODEL PLANTS WITH CAN INTAKE AND GLASS AND PAPER OUTPUT,

OREGON CONDITIONS, 1956.

tem

X
(6,477

qts./day)

2X
(12,954

qts./day)

Size of pla

4X
(25,908

qts /day)

3A Total average
man-hours per day
Processing and

bottling ------------------------
Receiving ---. 4.0 4.0 40 4.0 4.0
Pasteurizing ------------------ 50 50 6.5 70 8.0
Half gal filling ---- ..-.---- 1.0 2.0 25 4 75 3.75
Glass filling .................... 3.75 4 25 6.25 6 25 7.0
Glass bottle washing .... 3.75 4.25 6.25 6 25 70
Paper filling ---------------- 3 75 4 25 6 25 11.0 28.0
Dock, case, cans ........... 1.0 2.25 7.0 13.5 240

Cooler
Stacking .......................... .5 2.25 5 25 85 160
Loadout -------------------------- .75 20 40 10 5 280

Preparation, washup,
and management -------- 16.50 17 75 32.00 5625 130 25

PLANT TOTAL 40 0 48.0 80.0 128 0 256 0

3B Average daily
man-minutes per quart
Processing and

bottling ------------------------ 1 12 09 06 05
Cooler ---------------------------------- .012 02 02 02 .02
Preparation, washup,

and management ........ .15 .08 07 .07 .08

PLANT TOTAL .37 22 .18 15 15

Labor required for maintenance and servicing of equipment also in-
creased as plant volume and capacity of equipment grew. In the first
four plants, these changes were not as great as the accompanying
increases in plant output. Hence, the labor per unit of output de-
clined as the size of plant increased.

Total labor inputs per quart did not decline beyond plant 8X
although it is true that processing labor continued to decline. Except
for paper fillers and the dock work, plant 16X required about the
same crew operating the processing and bottling equipment as plant
8X. Since 16X packaged twice the volume of 8X, the unit labor
inputs for processing and bottling was less than that of 8X. On the
other hand, the time required in stacking and loadout increased

15



steadily in every subsequent size of plant. However, the prime reas-
ons total labor inputs ceased to decline were the additional washup
and setup men required and the extra personnel necessary for serv-
icing, repairing, and storing duties. The crew in plant 16X for func-
tions other than processing was more than double that of 8X.

While a detailed analysis of the situation in the base plants was
not made, it appeared that both management limitations and union
specifications of worker duties tended to limit responsibilities of
each worker to fewer major tasks as size of the plant grew larger.
Managers in larger plants found the number of major tasks too large
for simultaneous personal direction. Therefore, they tended to assign
one man to only one major task as a means of fixing responsibility
and establishing a chain of command. Thus, in the base plant as well
as the synthetic plant 16X, efficiencies gained in larger milk handling
equipment were lost in part to higher input in servicing the general
plant and the various processing cost centers.

Observation of the labor requirements in plant 16X indicated
larger plants such as 32X or 64X should expect rising total labor
unit inputs.

Utilities. Fuel oil Unit inputs in gallons of oil per 100 quarts
of milk declined throughout the full range of plant sizes studied
(Tables 2 and 4). Plant X used 0.95 gallon of oil per 100 quarts of
output. Plant 2X required 0.73 gallon per 100 quarts, or 77% of the
requirement in plant X. Plant 4X burned 0.58 gallon, plant 8X about
0.46 gallon, and plant 16X only 0.41 gallon of fuel oil per 100 quarts
of output. These quantities were 60%, 47%, and 42% respectively of
the amount burned in plant X. Thus, each larger sized plant required
less heat per unit of output than the preceding size.

The major source of heat savings occurred because of the greater
number of units processed per piece of heat-consuming equipment.
Equipment such as bottle washers, case washers, and can washers
required a quantity of heat equivalent to an hour of operation before
they reached operating temperature. This fixed warmup heat was
spread over more units in the larger plants and heat required per
quart declined. No marked decline per unit occurred for bulk can
washing in the first three plants because the washer in the receiving
room was used. Hence, there was no warmup heat to spread among a
larger number of units. Plants 8X and 16X had a separate can washer
for bulk cans. Therefore, quantity of heat per can was less in the
larger of these two plants but was more than the smaller plants with
no fixed heat to allocate among the number of units handled.

Heat requirements per quart of output also declined sharply for
space heat, wash water heat, and heat loss. The cubic feet of building
did not expand as fast as plant output (Appendix Table 2). Like-
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Table 4. BTU's PER QUART FOR SPECIFIED PIECES OF EQUIPMENT
IN FIVE MODEL PLANTS WITH CAN INTAKE AND GLASS AND PAPER

OUTPUT, OREGON CONDITIONS, 1956.*

BTU's per quart by size of plant

Item

X
(1,684,100
quarts)

2X
(3,368,200
quarts)

4X
(6,736,400
quarts)

8X
(13,472,800

quarts)

16X
(26,945,600

quarts)

Can washer .... 254.1 195.9 90.8
Bulk can

washer....... 153.6 1382 153.6 I 224.5 199.7
Case washer ___. 57.5 71.9 530 I 270 35.2
Case washer.... 574 I 48.2 390
Bottle washer 370.0 3083 2544 I 2158 196.9
HTST ------------ 69.2 69.2 69.2 I 69.2 69.2
Half gal. filler 31.9 I 312 233
Space heat........ 190.3 118.3 77 5 I 65 5 462
Washup _......... 1940 133.3 104.7 I 801 59.1
Heat loss -------- 49.5 29.0 24 1 182 178

PLANT TOTAL....

* Unit costs apply only to those units that pertain to a given function. Thus, unit costs
shown are not additive to get total unit costs for the plants Totals are weighted according
to product mix.

wise, the washup heat per quart was less as the size of plant cleaned
did not increase as fast as plant volume. Length of steam lines did
not change much as size of plant increased. Hence, heat loss per
quart also declined.

Data developed in this study indicate that plants larger than 16X
should experience even greater reductions in quantities of fuel re-
quired per quart if output is increased through the use of larger
sized equipment. Increased output with the use of multiple units of
existing sizes would not permit heat economies in equipment. Heat
requirements for space heat and heat loss could be spread over more
units.

Electricity. Each successive increase in plant size was accom-
panied by a reduced consumption of electricity per quart (Table 5).
Plant X used 58.79 watts per quart of output. The other plants
ranged between this figure and 31.15 watts per quart in plant 16X.
This was only 56% of that for plant X.

The economies in power consumption primarily were due to
greater efficiency in the larger sized equipment. For example, refrig-
eration equipment consumed 23.6 watts per quart of output in plant
X, but only 15.8 watts in plant 16X. Likewise, homogenizers, the
other largest single user of power, required 7.6 watts per quart of
output in plant X but only 6.3 watts per quart in 16X. Similar in-
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Table 5. ELECTRICITY REQUIREMENTS PER QUART BY SPECIFIED
FUNCTION FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS WITH CAN INTAKE AND GLASS

AND PAPER OUTPUT, OREGON CONDITIONS, 1956.*

Wa s by size of r

Item

eceiving --------

X
(1,684,100
quarts)

2X
(3,368,200

quarts)

4X
(6,736,400

quarts)

16X
(26,945,600

quarts)

Can washer---- 4.41 2 34 1.66 0 88 0 60
Agitators ...... 1.11 0 86 0 87 0.72 1.23
Other _..... ...... 0 96 0.76 0 74 0 82 0 70

OTAL 6 48 3.96 3 27 2.42 2.53

rocessmg
Clarifier and

pump ........ 1 09 0 73 0.64 0.39 0.43
Homogenizer 7 58 9.48 9 48 766 6 32
Agitators ---- 0 36 0 18 018 0 10 0 31
Other ----------- 0.60 0.42 0 29 0.19 0 18

OTAL --.----.---- 8 07 8.86 8.64 6 76 5.94

ottle handling
Case conveyor 0 53 0 83 1 22 1.55
Case washer -- 1.03 2 90 1.15 0 58 0 59
Case washer. 1 17 0 96 1 23
Glass filler ---- 1.73 1 21 0 72 0.38 0 29
Glass washer 7.66 5 80 3 45 2 59 2 35
Paper filler.... 0 49 0 48 0.39 0 32 0.29
Half gal. filler 0 55 0.55 2 19 2 14 1.23
Conveyor ----- 0 09 0 04 0 03 0.03 0 02
Lights ............ 163 0.82 0.62 0.36 0.25

OTAL --- ---------- 6.54 540 4.72 4 02 3 81

pecialties
Can washer-_ 2 52 1 83 1.95 2 60 1 38
Other --------... 4 20 2.58 1 65 1 18 0 82

OTAL -------------- 5.78 3 73 2 87 2 81 168

ooler ............. 2 73 2 40 1 81 121 93
eneral plant
Boiler ------------ 0 96 0 72 0.52 0 48 0 79
Refrigeration 23 61 23.28 20.44 17.05 15 86
Air .................. 1 02 0 76 0 86 0 67 061
Well pump .... 1 79 1.34 1 68 1 68 1 45
Other ..-------- .. 7.32 5 77 3 68 2 31 2.05

OTAL -------------- 34 70 31.88 27 18 22 18 20 76

LANT TOTAL-- 58.79 52 54 45.59 36 63 33 85

R

T

r

T

B

T

S

T

C
G

T

P

* Unit costs apply only to those units that pertain to a given function Thus, the uni
costs shown are not additive to get total unit costs for the plants Totals are weighted ac-
cording to product mix.
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economics and price reductions to the larger sizes of plants. However,
the greatest share of the change in cost per unit for these items prob-
ably was line to physical efficiencies. For instance, the quantity of
uniforms per quart to purchase or launder was smaller in the larger
plants because the number of workers per quart was lower. Quantity
of snaps and cleaners required per quart was less in the larger plants
because the number and area of the tanks and fillers and the square
feet of floor space to be cleaned slid not increase as rapidly as volume.
The same was one of chemical disinfectants, bottle and can washer

creases in processing efficiency, but on a smaller scale, were observed
for most of the equipment in the five sizes of plants.

Supplies. Unit amounts of the various kinds of supplies are
shown in Table 2.

All paper container and cap supplies were increased 2% to allow
for waste and damage. Thus, for each quart of milk packaged in half-
gallon containers, 0.51 instead of 0.50 cartons were required. Sim-
ilarly, for each quart of milk packaged in half-pint cartons, 4.08,
instead of 4.00, bottles were budgeted.

The fraction of a bottle required for milk bottled in glass was
obtained by dividing the number of bottles required per quart equiv-
alent by the average number of trips per bottle. Thus, four bottles
per quart of milk put up in half-pints divided by the average of 20
trips per bottle gave 0.20 half-pint glass bottles per quart equivalent.

Per-unit quantities for case and container supplies were assumed
to be constant for all sizes of plants. Hence, no physical economies
were shown for the five sizes of plants.

Determination of physical requirements for general plant sup-
plies could not be made. Thus, as with equipment and water costs,
sums for general plant supplies contain elements of both physical

supplies, lubricants, refrigerants, and rest room supplies.

Building. Building space requirements did not increase nearly
as fast as output in the different sizes of plants. The number of
square feet per 1,000 quarts per year in plant X was 4.78 (Table 6).
In plant 2X, the number was 3.14, or less than 66% of the require-
ment for plant X. Plant 4X used 2.37 square feet, or 50% of the
amount used in plant X. Plant 8X required 1.86 square feet and 16X
only 1.36 square feet per 1,000 quarts of output. These requirements
were 39% and 29% respectively, of the floor space per quart in plant
X. Per-unit physical requirements for building space were, therefore,
a definite source of savings in the larger plants.

The most important reason for the smaller per-unit requirement
for floor space was larger equipment used by the larger plants. In-
creases in output were obtained primarily from the same number of
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pieces of equipment, but with larger processing capacities. Thus, in
respective processing areas of the various plants, floor space require-
ments did not change very much. Space for pasteurizing ranged from
0.14 square foot per 1,000 quarts per year in plant X to 0.01 square
foot in plant 16X. Bottle filling and specialty areas showed a similar
relationship to size of plant. Total for all processing areas ranged

Table 6. FLOOR SPACE PER 1,000 QUARTS BY SPECIFIED FUNCTIONS
FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS BASED ON AN ANALYSIS OF OREGON

PLANTS, 1956.*

Square feet by size plant

Item

ocessing
areas

X
(1,684,100)

quarts)

2X
(3,368,200
quarts)

4X
(6,736,400
quarts)

8X
(13,472,800

quarts)

16X
(26,945,600

quarts)

TST __________ 0 14 0.07 0.04 0.02 001
urge tanks .. 0 03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01

ottle washer 0.32 0.18 0 13 0.07 0 04
lass filler ____ 0.28 0.20 0 11 0 06 0 05

aper filler---- 0 10 0 07 0.06 0 05 0.04
alf gal. filler 0.49 0 30 0 30 0.50 0 13

ats ................ 1 03 0.52 0 26 0.22 0.14
OTAL .............. 0 59 0.34 0 23 0.15 0.10
ERCENT OF
PLANT x-------- 100 58 38 25 18

onprocessing
areas
eceiving ------ 0 30 0.18 0 10 0 12 0 08

ooler ............ 0 30 0.29 0 23 0 19 0 12

ottle dock __ 0 38 0 28 0.21 0 19 0 19
ulk cans________ 1 10 0 72 0 52 0.47 0 38

oiler ............ 0.13 0 08 0 06 0.04 0.02

efrigeration 0 17 0.11 0 06 0.06 0 05

aper storage 0 82 0 58 0.38 0 32 0 19

ther storage 1 37 0 92 0.57 0 36 0 24
ruck shed---- 0 99 0 52 0 50 0.41 0.29
ffices .----------- 0 31 0 22 0.19 0 15 0.12
ther -------------- 0 40 0.35 0 28 0 18 0 13

OTAL ________ ____ 4 19 2 80 2.14 1 71 126
ERCENT OF
PLANT X ______ 100 67 51 41 30

LANT TOTAL __ 4.78 3 14 2 37 1 86 1 36

ERCENT OF
PLANT X ._.___ 100 66 50 39 29

Pr

'Unit costs apply only to those units that pertain to a given function. Thus. the unit
costs shown are not additive to get total unit costs for the plants Totals are weighted ac
cording to product mix
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from 0.59 square foot per 1,000 quarts in plant X to 0.10 square
foot in plant 16X. This was 18% of the space per 1,000 quarts re-
quired in plant X.

Nonprocessing plant areas did expand for each increase in plant
size, but at a lower rate than increases in plant output. Therefore,
floor space per 1,000 quarts decreased, but not as fast as in the re-
ceiving and processing areas (Table 6). Nonprocessing areas per
1,000 quarts ranged from 4.18 square feet in plant X to 1.26 square
feet in plant 16X. Plant 16X required only 30% as much area as
plant X in nonprocessing floor space.

Equipment. The five plants varied considerably in their physi-
cal requirements for equipment. However, these differences were
mainly in capacity of each unit and not in number of pieces of each
type of equipment. Thus, physical inputs per quart for equipment in
each processing center, unlike gallons of oil or kilowatt hours of
electricity, could not be summed and compared.

Taxes, interest, insurance, and other costs. Taxes, interest,
and insurance could not be determined in physical quantities. Other
inputs included plant licenses and product loss. One standard set of
plant license fees and costs was adopted for all sizes of plants. Thus,
the larger the volume of output, the smaller the unit requirement for
a license.

A standard product loss was assumed. Hence, no physical econ-
omies in product loss were reported for the different sizes of plants.

Summary of physical inputs per quart. The various kinds of
physical inputs could not be totaled to show net relationship between
plant size and total physical inputs because individual items were not
in comparable terms. To make these physical quantities additive, all
physical units were converted into dollars and cents. These costs
along with nonphysical costs are summarized in Table 8.

Since the purpose of this section was to show only the effects of
physical efficiencies, prices used for each of the various items were
the same for all sizes of plants. These were the prices for plant X
(Table 7).

Labor quantities were multiplied by $20.76 per day to give total
values for the labor (Table 8). Gallons of fuel oil were multiplied by
15.8 cents. Electricity was converted into dollars at the average rate
of 1.3924 cents per kilowatt hour. Floor space per foot was multi-
plied by 0.92 cents. This was the annual depreciation and maintenance
allowance per square foot of building in plant X. Product loss was
taken as $5.20 per hundredweight of loss. Plant license fee was $100
for all plants.
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Table 7. LIST OF PRICES FOR THE PHYSICAL INPUTS OF MODEL
PLANT X, OREGON PRICES, 1956.

Item Price/uni

Labor, per day---------------- ------------- $20 76
Fuel oil, per gallon ........ 15 80
Electricity, per KWH 1 39
Nested half gallons, Co) 5.17
Staples, @ -------------------------------------------- 04
Half gallons, @ ---------------- 2.31
Wax, per lb- ................. ........................ ------------------------------------------------------ -- ----- 10.71

Glue, per lb. 2900
Wire, per lb. 33 65
Paper qts., @ --------------------------------- 1 91

Paper pts , @--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.56

Paper z pts., @-----------------------------------------------...----------------------------------- ------- -------- 1 15

Glass qts., @ ---------------- ........-----------------------..-.-..-.-....------- 12.87

Glass pts., @ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------ 11.25

Glass z pts., @------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- . ---- 7 25

Caps @ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
32

Cases @ ------------------------------------------------------------------............--------------------------------- -- 4.95

Cans -------------------------- 875
Floor space, per sq ft 0 92
Product loss, per cwt. 5.20

Table 8. SUMMARY OF PLANT COSTS USING THE SAME PRICE FOR
LIKE PHYSICAL INPUTS FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS WITH CAN INTAKE

AND GLASS AND PAPER OUTPUT, OREGON PRICES, 1956.

Total cost by size of plant

X
(1,684,100
quarts)

2X
(3,368,200
quarts)

4X
(6,736,400
quarts)

8X
(13,472,800

quarts)

16X
(26,945,600

quarts)

Labor $26,966 $ 32,391 $ 53,985 $ 86,376 $172,751
Utilities ---------- 4,353 6,818 10,952 17,296 30,867
Supplies ....--.... 37,527 69,482 119,685 230,577 449,548
Building ---------- 7,434 9,762 14,727 23,085 33,962
Equipment ------ 13,294 17,884 32,541 46,663 75,974
Taxes -------------- 1,836 2,416 3,944 5,891 9,040

Interest ------------ 5,189 6,831 11,150 16,665 25,555

Insurance ..------ 649 864 1,446 2,155 3,341
Other 1,618 3,136 6,174 12,247 24,394

PLANT TOTAL .. $98,866 $149,584 $254,604 $440,995 $825,432
Cost per qt .... .0588 .0444 0378 0327 0306
PERCENT OF

PLANT X ------ 100 756 64.4 55 8 522
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Except for paper half-gallons, all supplies were the same price
per unit for all sizes of plants. Plants 2X and X used staples and
nested, preformed half-gallon cartons. The other three plants formed
the half-gallon cartons at the time of filling. They used wax glue,
wire, and the less expensive carton Thus, the half-gallon supplies
were one price for X and 2X and another for 4X, 8X, and 16X.

As noted earlier, inputs for equipment varied between plants
more in size and capacity than in numbers of units. For the purpose
of this study, differences in equipment were assumed to reflect physi-
cal differences in inputs rather than price discounts to larger plants.

Tax, interest, insurance, and other nonphysical costs are in-
eluded to indicate total economies of scale using constant prices.

The Burn of mon t l f ie ary values or nputs of each cost clement
showed a very definite decline in total physical inputs required per
quart for each increase in size of plant (Table 8 and Figure 1).

iI Values declined from a high of 5.87 cents per quart for plant X to a
low of 3.06 cents per quart for plant 16X. The decline was rapid be-
tween the first three plant sizes. Between plants aX and 16X, the
,decline was more gradual. Total physical inputs for plant 16X were
only 52% of those for plant X.

6.0 -

40-

30-

2.0

Cents per quart

X 2X 4X 8X 16 X
Size of plant

FIGURE 1. Relationship between total physical inputs per quart equivalent and size of
plant for five model plants with can intake and glass and paper output, Oregon con-
ditions, 1956.
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The size of plant for maximum physical efficiency probably was
larger than plant 16t. From all appearances, throughout the full

range of plants, the inputs required per quart of output for all physi-
cal costs except labor were still declining. Hence, the low point on the
longrun average input-output relationship curve was not established

input was considered the same for all sizes of plants. In actual prac-
tice this is not the case. Generally, the cost of each unit of physical
input diminishes as the quantity purchased grows larger. Since the
larger model plants used greater quantities of each input, these plants
experienced monetary savings in addition to physical efficiencies al-
ready noted. Therefore, the purpose of this section is to develop and
apply actual 1936 prices to the different quantities of physical inputs
and establish their effect on costs per quart in the five sizes of plants.

sizes of plants. This variation resulted in a slight difference in the
average wages per man-day. The variation between sizes of plants
would have been more pronounced had not there been an unusually
small difference between the rates of pay for different job levels. The
range of wages between highest and lowest pay levels for plant work-

by this study.

Relationships of processing costs per quart to size of plant

In the preceding section, price per unit of each kind of physical

Labor. The 1956 union contract wage schedule common to this
area was assumed standard for all model plants. The plant crew,
union pay rates, and annual labor costs were developed for each
model plant.

The plant managers and engineers were on salaries. The mana-
gers in plants X and 2X were working managers who supervised the
activities in the plant in addition to their regular plant job. For the
three larger plants, the sole duty of the plant manager was to super-
vise the operation and keep the necessary records of the plant.

In adopting the union scale as a standard, there were essentially
no economies in price per unit of labor for the larger plants. How-
ever, workers in different jobs got paid different wages. The propor-
tion of workers at the different pay levels varied between the different

ers was only $106.60 per year.
Variation in rates of pay for the worker at different wage levels

was so small that labor cost per quart did not change materially from
those where a uniform wage was used for all labor. Cost per quart
decreased from 1.60 cents in plant X to 0.64 cent in plant 8X and
16X. Thus, the larger plants had unit labor costs about 10% of that
for plant X (Figure 2).
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Cents per quart
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FIGURE 2. Relationship between labor cost per quart equivalent and size of plant for
five model plants with can intake and glass and paper output, Oregon wage rates, 1956.

Fuel oil. Fuel oil prices for the model plants, based on informa-
tion from the base plants as of March 1, 1957, varied according to
volume of oil purchased. Plant X paid 15.8 cents per gallon. At the
other extreme, plant 16X paid only 9.6 cents per gallon or only 61%
of the cost to plant X. Thus, in addition to the physical economies in
fuel 16X used only 58% as much fuel oil per quart and had a net
cost only 26% of that for plant X. Total annual fuel costs are shown
in Table 9.

Electricity. As in the case of fuel oil, electric power also varied
in price per unit according to amount used. Average price per kilo-
watt hour for each of the model plants was calculated from a rate
schedule furnished by a power and light company.

Power prices ranged from 1.39 cents per kilowatt hour for plant
X to 1.05 cents for plant 16X. As was noted earlier, larger plants
also experienced definite reductions in quantities of power required
per quart. Maximum reduction in cost per quart for electricity was in
plant 16X. This plant used only 56% as many watts per quart and
had a net power cost per quart only 43% of that for plant X.

Water. Expenditure for water was estimated as a lump sum. No
physical quantities were determined. The dollar sum for water expen-
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diture by the model plants was estimated by the equation Y = $423.78
+$7.63X, where Y equaled total annual expenditure for water and
X equaled annual raw milk receipts in millions of pounds. This equa-
tion was derived from an analysis of expenditures for boiler water in
the base plants.

Supplies. To keep sizes of supply orders in the same proportion
as the size of plants, standards for lengths of time between orders
were established. Wax and glass bottles were purchased monthly.
Paper bottles and cases were purchased bimonthly. Wire and cans
were purchased every six months and caps were purchased annually.

Cap and paper bottle supply requirements were increased 2%
in all plants to allow for loss and damage. Thus, physical quantities
per quart for most supplies were assumed to be the same in all sizes
of plants.

Marked differences appeared between the five plants in the prices
paid for some supplies. For others, little or no difference appeared.

Generally, the larger plants did not have a great unit cost advan-
tage with the preformed cartons, glass bottles, cases, or can supplies.
All plants were large enough to obtain quart and half-pint glass
bottles at maximum discount. Pint-bottle costs per quart equivalent,
however, were 0.023 cent lower for plant 16X. With bulk cans, only
16X was large enough to obtain a price discount. For 16X, cases
cost 95% as much as they cost plant X. Preformed paper cartons cost
98% and 99% as much for the large plants as they did for small
plants. In all of these items, there were no great savings to larger
plants.

For caps and paper half-gallons, reductions in unit prices were
more pronounced. Plant X paid 2.68 cents per quart of milk pack-
aged in half-gallon preformed nested containers. For plant 2X, this
same type of container cost only 92% of that price. Plant 4X, using
a carton formed at time of filling, paid only 56% as much as plant X,
or 1.49 cents per quart for the cartons, wax, glue, and wire. For plant
16X, the cost was only 1.34 cents or 50%0 of the cost for plant X.
Part of the savings in container costs for the cartons formed at the
time of filling were lost in higher carton filler depreciation costs.

Cap costs ranged between 0.36 and 0.30 cent per quart equiv-
alent. This allowed plant 16X a unit cap cost of 79% of that for
plant X.

No physical quantities were established for general plant sup-
plies. Monetary expenditures for these supplies were calculated using
data from the base plants. The actual total expenditure for supplies
by each base plant was obtained from plant income tax records. From
this total expenditure was subtracted the known cost for paper car-
tons, staples, wax, glue, wire, glass bottles, caps, cases, and cans. The
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Table 9. ESTIMATED ANNUAL FUEL OIL, ELECTRICAL POWER AND

WATER COSTS FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS WITH CAN INTAKE AND
GLASS AND PAPER OUTPUT, OREGON PRICES, 1956.

Total annual
fuel oil co!

Total annual
power cost

Total annual
water cost

X
(1,684,100
quarts)

2X
(3,368,200
quarts)

Size of plant

4X
(6,736,400
quarts)

8X
(13,472,800

quarts)

16X
(26,945,600

quarts)

$2,524 $4,385 $6,375 $10,509

$1,279 $2,302 $3,710 $5,750 $9,557

$450 $480 $535 $645 $870

residual was attributed to general plant supplies such as soaps, clean-
ing powders, chemicals, refrigerant, lubricants, and uniforms.

Each residual was converted into a percentage of all other sup-
ply costs. The percent for each plant was multiplied times the totals
of the costs for cases and containers in the respective model plants to
arrive at the sum for general plant supplies. Hence, the allowance for
general plant supplies in the model plants was based on an analysis
of the experience in the base plants. For plant X, the allowance was
25% of the cost for all other supplies. For 2X, the allowance was
16% ; for 4X, it was 10%; for 8X, it was 6%; and for 16X, it was
3.3 fo.

The greatest source of reduction in supply costs came from gen-
eral plant supplies. Unit costs for these supplies declined from 0.44
cent for plant X to 0.05 cent for plant 16X. However, as mentioned
earlier, chief source of this reduction in unit cost was physical econo-
mies rather than reduced purchase price per unit of supply.

Total supply costs changed from an average of 2.23 cents per
quart in plant X to 1.61 cents per quart in plant 16X. Thus, larger
plants had savings up to 0.62 cent per quart. Of this sum, over half,
or 0 39 cent, was from general plant supplies. The other 0.22 cent
was due entirely to price reductions. Thus, net cost per quart for
supplies to plant 16X was 72% of the cost for supplies in plant X.
Nine percent of this reduction was from reduced prices.

Building depreciation and maintenance costs. Building
space requirements per quart of milk showed a marked decline as the
plant size increased. Construction cost estimates generally have
shown, also, a declining cost per square foot of building as the size
increased. For example, only moderate increases occurred in the ex-
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Table 10. TOTAL AND UNIT COSTS FOR DEPRECIATION AND BUILD-
ING MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS, OREGON

Item

Investment in
building ------

Allowance for
depreciation ..

Allowance for
maintenance

TOTAL
DEPRECIATION

AND MAINTE-
NANCE AL-
LOWANCE ------

Annual cost ....
per quart ......

PERCENT OF
PLANT X --------

PRICES, 1956.

Investment and costs by ze of plant

X
(1,684,100
quarts)

2X
(3,368,200
quarts)

4X
(6,736,400
quarts)

8X
(13,472,800

quarts)

16X
(26,945,600

quarts)

$106,198 $127,308 $168,288 $240,803 $326,907

5,310 6,365 8,414 12,040 16,345

2,124 2,546 3,366 4,816 6,538

7,434 8,911 11,780 16,856 22,883

.44¢ 27C 17¢ .13¢ OR

100 60 40 28 19

penditures for site preparation, concrete work, walls, and roofing in
the larger plants.

Lives of the buildings were estimated at 20 years. Hence, each
was depreciated at 5% per year.

Annual allowance for building and maintenance repairs was 2%
of the cost of construction (Table 10). Structures depreciated over
a longer length of time probably would have required a greater allow-
ance to cover added roof and processing room floor repair. Tile over-
lay in the processing rooms has proved particularly troublesome in
most dairy plants.

Building depreciation and maintenance costs per quart ranged
from 0.44 cent in plant X to 0.08 cent in plant 16X. Plant 16X re-
quired only 29% as much floor space and had only 19% of the cost
per quart in plant X.

Thus, in this study small plants displayed a severe disadvantage
in building expense. In actual practice the disparity in these costs
was not as great as shown by the models. Smaller plants did not have
as new buildings nor as luxurious buildings as the larger plants. Con-
ference rooms, tea or banquet rooms, and hostess kitchens were in-
corporated into the larger plant building. But even with these addi-
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Table 11. TOTAL AND UNIT ALLOWANCES FOR EQUIPMENT DEPRE-
CIATION AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR FOR FIVE
MODEL PLANTS WITH CAN INTAKE AND GLASS AND PAPER OUTPUT,

OREGON PRICES, 1956.

Investment Ind costs by size of plant

Item

Investment in
equipment ....

Allowance for
depreciation ..

Allowance for
maintenance __

TOTAL
DEPRECIATION
AND MAINTE-
NANCE AL-
LOWANCE ......

Annual main-
tenance cost
per qt ..:_-----

PERCENT OF
PLANT X ..

X
(1,684,100
quarts)

2X
(3,368,200

quarts)

4X
(6,736,400

quarts)

8X
(13,472,800

quarts)

16X
(26,945,600

quarts)

$88,630 $119,228 $216,941 $311,084 $506,490

8,863 11,923 21,694 31,108 50,649

4,432 5,961 10,847 15,554 25,325

13,295 17,884 32,541 46,662 75,974

.790 530 .48¢ 35¢ .28¢

100 65.6 61 2 439 35 7

Lions, the larger actual plants had building costs less than 50% of
those in smaller plants.

Equipment costs. Price for each piece of equipment was the
average of the prices from three suppliers of dairy equipment. These
prices were obtained in the late fall of 1956. To the extent possible,
each piece of equipment was similar in quality and accessories to the
corresponding equipment in the other model plants.

All equipment was depreciated at 10% per year. This figure was
obtained from the reports of the base plants.

The annual allowance for the repair and maintenance of equip-
ment was 5% per year of the new cost (Table 11). This figure was
based on Webster's report on the experience in his area (52, p. 14).
Very little research has been published on the repair costs for dairy
equipment. The report of Monroe and Walker on capital costs for
five model fluid milk plants included an allowance for repairs that
was about 4.5% of the new cost of the equipment (27, p. 34-36).
Walker, Preston, and Nelson found repairs in butter-powder plants
to be a function of the size of the investment and the volume of milk
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processed (50, p. 35). The base plants comprised too small a sample
to establish a rate common to Oregon plants; However, their reports
indicated that an allowance of at least 5% was needed.

Equipment depreciation and repair and maintenance costs per
quart ranged from a high of 0.79 cent in plant X to a low of 0.28
cent in plant 16X (Table 8). Equipment costs per quart in plant 16X
were only 36% of that for plant X.

In actual practice, difference in equipment costs between various
sizes of plants was not quite as great as shown for the models. Larger

Table 12. ESTIMATED VALUES FOR BUILDING LOTS FOR FIVE MODEL
PLANTS, OREGON CONDITIONS, 1956.

Size of plant

X 2X 4X 8X 16X
(1,684,100 (3,368,200 (6,736,400 (13,472,800 (26,945,600

Item quarts) quarts) quarts) quarts) quarts)

Lot, sq ft * 19,600 22,400 28,700 39,600 54,000

Value at
32.50/sq ft $6,370 $7,280 $9,328 $12,870 $17,550

" Each lot extended 20 feet beyond the building on three sides and 40 feet on the fourth

Table 13. ESTIMATED AVERAGE INVESTMENT, INTEREST, TAXES,
INSURANCE, AND OTHER COSTS FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS WITH CAN
INTAKE AND GLASS AND PAPER OUTPUT, OREGON PRICES, 1956.

tem

X
(1,684,103
quarts)

2X
(3,368,200
quarts)

Size of plant

4X
(6,736,400
quarts)

8X
(13,472,800

quarts)

16X
(26,945,600

quarts)

Investment
building* ------ 53,099.00 63,654 00 $ 84,144 00 $120,402 00 $163,454 00
equipment* .. 44,315 00 59,614.00 108,47100 155,542.00 253,245 00
lot ------------------ 6,37000 7,280.00 9,32800 12,870.00 17,550 00

AVERAGE TOTAL
INVESTMENT $103,784 00 $130,548 00 $201,943 00 $288,814.00 $434,249 00

Taxes at
$73 70/$1000** 1,835 72 2,309 17 3,571 94 5,108 52 7,681 02
Interest at
5% 5,189.20 6,527.40 10,097.15 14,440.70 21,712.35

Total insurance
cost ........ ------ 64947 828.54 1,32368 1,89660 2,93347

Plant loss ..__:--- 1,51840 3,03680 6,07360 12,147.20 24,294.40
License ............ 100 00 100 00 100 00 100.00 100.00

" Average investment of 50% of the original cost.
"" Tax value was 24% of average investment used as "true cash value.'
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plants generally had equipment with polished and stainless steel ex-
teriors. The smaller plants, on the other hand, more often had pieces
of equipment with tinned and painted exteriors. Lighter weight
equipment also was used. But even with these differences, the aver-
age cost per quart for equipment in the two largest base plants was
only about 52% of the average for the two smallest plants.

Taxes, interest, and insurance. Tax value of all real personal
property was estimated as 24% of the "true cash value." The sum
used as true cash value for building and equipment was 50% of the
original costs to simulate investment when half depreciated. This
choice for average investment required the assumption that buildings
and equipment would be worn out when fully depreciated and would
not be discarded for obsolescence prior to that time.

All lot values were calculated at a standard rate of 32.5 cents per
square foot. Resulting values are listed in Table 12.

A standard tax rate of $73.70 per thousand was used in develop-
ing tax costs. It was the 1956 rate for a typical base plant. Estimated
tax is shown in Table 13.

Cost per quart for real estate and property taxes was 0.11 cent
for plant X, 0.07 cent for plant 2X, 0.05 cent for plant 4X, 0.04 cent
for plant 8X, and 0.03 cent for plant 16X. The tax per quart for
16X was only 26% of the amount for plant X (Figure 3).

Cent per quart

8X

Size of olanl

FIGURE 3. Relationship between taxes, interest, and insurance costs per quart equiv-
alent and size of plant for five model plants with can intake and glass and paper
output, Oregon, 1956.
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Table 14. SUMMARY OF UNIT COSTS FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS
WITH CAN INTAKE AND GLASS AND PAPER OUTPUT, OREGON

PRICES, 1956.

Unit costs by size of plant

Item

X
(1,684,100
quarts)

2X
(3,368,200
quarts)

4X
(6,736,400
quarts)

8X
(13,472,800

quarts)

16X
(26,945,600

quarts)

?]ant labor ____ 1.600 0960 0790 064¢ 0.64¢
Utilities .......... 0 26 0.17 0 13 0.09 0.08
Supplies .......... 2.23 2.02 1 76 1 67 1.61
Building ---------- 044 0 26 0.17 0.13 0.08
Equipment ...... 0.79 0 53 0.48 0.35 0 28
Taxes ______________ 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03
Interest .......... 0 31 0.19 0.15 Oil 0.08
Insurance ........ 0 04 0.02 0.02 001 001
Other .............. 0.10 0 09 0.09 0.09 0 09

PLANT TOTAL 5.870 4 33 3.650 3 120 2.900
PERCENT OF

PLANT X ... 100. 73 7 62.2 53.2 49.5

A standard interest rate of 5% of the average total investment
was selected and interest costs calculated (Table 13). The average
total investment was the same as shown for tax purposes.

Interest charges per quart ranged from 0.31 cent per quart for
plant X to 0.08 cent for plant 16X. Costs to 16X were only 26% of
the costs to plant X (Figure 3).

Insurance costs were figured on 100% of the average depreciated
value. Estimated annual insurance costs are shown in Table 13. The
average depreciated value of both buildings and equipment was as-
sumed to be the average investment, or 50% of the new cost. Annual
rate for buildings on a three-year contract was $5.80 per $1,000 of
value. Annual cost for contents under a three-year contract was $7.70
per $1,000. The insurance rates used in this study were obtained
from an agency handling accounts in the Willamette Valley.

Insurance costs per quart to plant X were 0.039 cent. For 2X,
they were 0.025 cent ; for 4X, 0.020 cent ; for 8X, 0.014 cent ; and
for 16X they were 0.011 cent. As a percentage of the cost to X, these
were 64%, 51%, 37%, and 28%, respectively.

Other costs. Other costs included a monetary allowance for
product loss and for plant licenses (Table 13).

The product loss was valued at a class I price of $5.20 per
hundredweight.

A standard set of license fees of $100 was selected for use in
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of total physical inputs and total costs per quart equivalent
in five model plants with can intake and glass and paper output, Oregon prices, 1956.

this study. This was higher than the state license fee, but not as high
as some of the city license fees and costs in this area.

The net effect was a slight reduction in cost per quart as the size
of plant grew larger. For plant X, cost was 0.10 cent per quart. For
16X, it was 0.09 cent or 95% of the cost to X. This reduction per
quart was due entirely to the fixed plant license fee that was divided
among more quarts as the plant grew larger.

Total unit costs. Total unit costs declined throughout the entire
range of model plants (Table 14 and Figure 4). Total costs per quart
in plant X were 5.87 cents. For plant 2X, they were 4.33 cents ; for
4X, 3.65 cents; for 8X, 3.12 cents; and for 16X, 2.90 cents per quart.
As a percentage of the cost for plant X, these were about 74%, 62%,
53°%o, and 50% for plants 2X, 4X, 8X, and 16X, respectively.

Thus, the largest model plant processed milk for 2.97 cents a
quart less than the smallest plant (Table 15). Physical efficiencies
accounted for 2.81 cents or about 95% of the savings. The rest of
the saving in larger plants was due to lower prices associated with
purchase of larger quantities of selected physical inputs.

Container costs and general supply costs were the largest items
of expense for all sizes of plants. No physical efficiencies were al-
lowed for container supplies, but price reductions permitted a sav-
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Table 15. COSTS PER QUART EQUIVALENT FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS
COMPARED TO THE COSTS IN THE SMALLEST PLANT, OREGON

Item

22A. Cent per
quart relative to
Plant X
Labor -------
Utilities --------

Supplies ........
Building ._...._

Equipment ----
Taxes .... ..____._

Interest --------

Insurance ------
Other ............

OTAL

22B Cost ele-
ment as a per-
cent of the dif-
ference
Labor ..............
Utilities .......
Supplies __...
Building -------

Equipment ---
Taxes -----------

Interest ---------
Insurance -----
Other __..........

TOTAL ------ .... __

22C. Cost ele-
ment as a per-
cent of Plant X
Labor ------------
Utilities ______
Supplies --------

Building --------
Equipment ----
Taxes
Interest ..____ ._

Insurance ------
Other ....._______

IOTAL

PRICES, 1956.

Plant
Difference from pla X by size o plant

X
(1,684,100
quarts)

2X
(3,368 200
quarts)

4X
(6,736,40
quarts)

8X 16X
(13,472,800 (26,945,60C

quarts) quarts)

160¢ 0640 0810 096¢ 0.96¢
026 008 0.13 016 018
2 23 0.21 0 47 0 56 0 62
044 018 027 032 0 36
0.79 0.26 0.31 044 0.51
Oil 0 04 0.06 0.07 0 08
0.31 Oil 0 16 0 20 0 23
0 04 0 01 0.01 0.02 0.02
0 10 0 00 0.00 0.01 0.01

5 880 1.53 2 220 2 73¢ 2.96¢

27.3% 41.6% 364% 35 1% 325%
044 054 058 06.0 06 1
380 136 212 203 208
075 115 120 115 120
134 168 13.8 161 171
01.9 026 025 026 027
05.2 074 071 073 077
00.7 009 009 009 009
01.6 002 002 002 002

100.0% 1000% 100.0% 1000% 1000%

00% 599% 49.5% 398% i 398%
00 677 496 367 j 30 1
00 90.6 789 75.0 723
00 600 397 28.3 194
00 656 612 43.9 35 7
00 629 486 34.8 260
00 629 48.6 348 260
00 637 508 36.5 280
00 969 953 94.6 942

100% 73 7% 62 2%a 53.2% 49.5%
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ings in the larger model plants that amounted to 9% of the supply
costs in plant 16X. Additional savings for general plant supplies
brought the total reduction on supplies for plant 16X to 0.62 cent
per quart, or about 21% of the total reduction in costs for the largest
plant (Table 15).

Labor was the next largest item of expense in all plants. There
were only minor differences in labor costs due to labor price per man-
hour. Physical efficiencies, however, brought total savings in labor to
0.96 cent per quart or 32.5% of the total reduction in cost per quart
in plant 16X as compared to plant X (Table 15).

Building costs per quart showed a greater percentage reduction
between plant X and 16X than any other cost element. However,
these costs were such a small part of the total cost that their net
effect was less than for either labor or supplies. Reduced building
space requirements accounted for 0.16 cent or about 5.5% of the
total savings to plant 16X. Reduced building cost per square foot of
space accounted for another 0.19 cent. Total savings from building
costs accounted for 12% of the total savings per quart in plant 16X.

Cost element with the second greatest percentage reduction in
costs per quart in the larger plants was equipment. However, like
building costs, these costs were so small a part of the total costs that
their net effect also was less than either labor or supplies. Reduced
equipment cost per quart accounted for 0.51 cent or 17.1% of the
total savings to plant 16X (Table IS).

Taxes, interest, and insurance costs per quart followed the same
general pattern as building and equipment costs. Reduced taxes, in-
terest, and insurance due to physical efficiencies accounted for 0.32
cent or 10.6% of the savings per quart to plant 16X. Additional
savings from lower investments in buildings accounted for another
0.02 cent per quart. Thus, total reduction was 0.34 cent or 11.3%
for plant 16X (Table 15).

Utilities were a relatively small part of the total processing costs
per quart. However, they accounted for 0.14 cent per quart of 4.9%
of the savings to plant 16X on physical efficiencies alone. Their total
effect was a reduction in costs per quart of 0.18 cent or 6.1% of the
net savings to plant 16X (Table 15). Other costs accounted for
about 0.2% of the savings in all of the larger sizes of plants.

This study did not locate the low point in the longrun average
cost curve. From all appearances, labor costs per quart had ceased to
decline in the larger plants studied. For some supply items, increase
volume would not be accompanied by reduced unit prices.

On the other hand, unit costs appeared still to be falling but at
declining rate for utilities, general plant supplies, and all capital costs
such as depreciation, maintenance, taxes, interest, and insurance.
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Appendix

Appendix Table 1. METHOD OF ALLOCATING AVERAGE DAILY VOL-
UME TO FLOOR SPACE SUBDIVISIONS.

Subdivision of
floor space

eceiving areas

olume allocated

Annual
volume
divided

by

days

truck shed ----------- Total raw milk receipts ___________________________ 365
Bulk intake --------
Can intake ---------- Pounds of milk received in cans ----------- 365
Raw storage ------ Total raw milk receipts ___-__-__-_-_-------- 365

rocessing areas
HTST ---- -------- ------------------ *
Surge tanks ------------------------ Total raw 260

ock, linear feet -------- ,----- - Total pounds of product -------------------------- 260

ottle handling areas
Bottle and case dock l_____ Total pounds of product ---------------------------- 260
Bottle washer ... ....... --___ Pounds of product bottled in glass ...... . 260
Glass filler -------------------------- Pounds of product bottled in glass -------- 260
Half-gallon filler ....... ___. Pounds of product bottled in half-gallons 260
Paper filler ------------------------ Pounds of product bottled in paper ........ 260

pecialty areas
Bulk can wash and fill.... Pounds of product in bulk cans ------------ 260

*Processing vats ----------------

ooler area ---------_------------- Total pounds of product _-- .__. 260

eneral plant areas
*Separator ----------------------------

Test lab -----------------------------
Washup ............ ---- ------------
Paper storage .................. otal pounds of product in paper .......... 60
Other storage ..-.__________-.- Total pounds of product in glass and cans 260
All other areas ................ Total pounds of product ------------- ............. 260

C

G

* Floor space was constant for all sizes of plants
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Appendix Table 2. DISTRIBUTION OF FLOOR SPACE TO COST CEN-
TERS FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS BASED ON ANALYSIS OF OREGON

PLANTS, 1956.

Floor Space by size of plant

X 2X 4X 8X 16X
(14,000 (28,000 (56,000 (112,000 (224,000

lbs. lbs lbs lbs lbs.
Cost center per day) per day) per day) per day) per day)

sq. ft sq. ft. sq. ft
Receiving
Receiving room .._. 288 832 832
Raw storage ---------- 312 720 1,440

Processing
HTST 240 240 336 336
Surge tanks ------------ 64 120 192 320

Bottle handling
Dock and storage 956 2,052 2,616 5,136
Bottle washing ____ 200 288 336 572
Glass filling ------------ 224 256 260 480
Paper filling ---------- 96 156 288 420
Half-gallon filling 140 336 288 480

Specialties
Bulk can storage 228 260 540 916
Can filling -------------- 16 96 100 112
Vats __. --------------------- 180 180 312 400

Product storage
Cold room _______________ 968 1,544 2,592 3,168

General plant
Separator 48 48 48 48 96
Boiler .......:.............. 224 264 384 544 544
Refrigeration ___.__ 224 276 328 480 1,088
Ice builder ______________ 56 84 112 288 384
Paper storage ------- 776 1,104 1,424 2,400 2,848
General storage ____ 004 1,356 1,680 2,128 2,852
Babcock lab ------------ 72 72 72 72 72
Workshop _______...__ 192 224 320 528 832
Washup ------ ........... 96 96 96 120 144
Rest room ___.__----- 80 112 112 160 160
Truck shed ------------ ,668 1,740 3,384 5,484 7,896
Offices _....._...._...... 528 752 976 2,080 3,292
Locker room ____ ----- 248 280 488 768 1,196
Route room ------- ._ 224 248 320 480 752

TOTAL PLANT ---------- 10,568 24,992 1 36,768
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Key to Floor Plans for Five Model Plants

Plant

a Receiving Room m Dock

b Storage Tanks n Bulk Cans

c Lab o Cooler

d Washup p Rest Room

e Processing Area q Boiler

f Separator r Refrigeration

g Vats $ Ice Builder

h Can Filler t Workshop

i Half Gal Filler u Locker Room

j Paper Filler v Route Room

k Glass Filler w Office

I Bottle Washer x Truck Shed

y Supply Storage
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Plant 8X
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Plant 16 X
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